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Were you raised in a "non-touching" atmosphere? Is your "inner hunger" really a yearning for

touch? Do you know what your touching "taboos" are? Do you wish you could feel more

comfortable touching others or being touched? Are you fulfilling your loved one's need for

touch? Would you like to learn how touching influences behavior and how it could enrich your

daily?In the revised edition of her exciting book, The Power of Touch, Phyllis K. Davis explores

the human need to touch and be touched--and how America's cultural taboos have made us a

touch-starved nation.Phyllis shares important insights on physical contact, not only as a

biological need, but also as a language that communicates love more powerfully than

words.Thought provoking and inspiring, The Power of Touch examines the catastrophic effects

on individuals not nurtured by loving touch. People deprived of this kind of touch often exhibit

compulsive overeating, restlessness, drug abuse, promiscuity, and workaholism. Even more

shocking--singles deprived of touch have a death rate five times higher than their married

counterparts.Phyllis also refutes the myth that picking up crying infants spoils them and

stresses the role being physically nurtured as babies plays in becoming well-adjusted adults.

To help the reader learn how to bring more touch into their lives, Phyllis includes a chapter of

touching exercises and ideas. "Without touch, a baby dies, the human heart aches, and the

soul withers.Touch is communication on the most basic level: The Power of Touch is about the

language of love spoken through physical contact. The need for touch is a necessity

throughout our lives, from birth to death, which serves to sustain us emotionally and

physically.She discusses how touch can improve relationships of all kinds-parent/child, man/

woman, friend/friend-help heal the body, and open the heart to a deeper love. She provides

insights into the role of touch in infant health, sexual satisfaction, well-being of the elderly, and

she suggests a number of activities and exercises that will make touching a delightful and

valuable tool in your life.In this wonderful book, author Phyllis K. Davis teaches you about the

role of touch in healing, infant care, raising children, developmental psychology, lovemaking,

old age, and friendship. The message is simple: Open your heart, reach out, and touch those

you care about.If you are a friend, parent, massage therapist, teacher, lover, grandparent,

caretaker, health-care professional--or just a compassionate human being--you will learn how

even the briefest and simplest forms of touch influence your behavior and enrich the lives of

those sharing your world.



Praise for The Power of Touch“Phyllis Davis’s warm, trustworthy, loving voice makes

acompelling case for the healing power of touch—personal,clear, sensible, and very accessible

to both parents andchildren, teachers and students.”— Belleruth Naparstek, author of Your

Sixth Sense and creator ofthe Health Journeys guided imagery audiocassette series“In a world

desperately out of touch, The Power of Touch is aremedy for our individual cries for connection

and love. Thisbook offers a powerful road map for wholeness.”— Rick Phillips, author

ofWindows to the Soul and Emergence of the Divine Child“If every individual understood and

practiced Phyllis Davis’smessage—allowing themselves the joy of touching and beingtouched

by others, a new optimistic spirit would rain onpeople’s lives in families, in neighborhood

communities, andespecially in the often mechanistic and demanding workplace.People yearn

for community, to belong, to understand theunique role in which they were created. Davis’s The

Powerof Touch is a good place to begin. It should be required readingfor anyone who desires to

relate more soulfully and sincerelyto the self, to others, and to all living systems in the

universe.”— Michelle Hopkins, Managing Editor, The Inner Edge“Phyllis Davis has brought to

light, through her clarity andunderstanding, many powerful issues concerning us asindividuals,

couples, and society in general, surroundingthe power of touch. Phyllis helps us to reexamine

our beliefs,attitudes, emotions, and displays of affection in dealing witheach other in our

everyday life. The Power of Touch hasenhanced my ability to further understand my clients as

alicensed massage therapist for the past ten years. I feel thatthis book is an absolute must-

read for anyone in the fieldof helping others to communicate and heal in regard tothe mind,

body, and spirit.”— Ruth A. Johnson, Licensed Massage Therapist“Phyllis’s book and insights

confirm the true ‘power of touch’in all our lives. Touch has the power to nurture us, to

connectus, and to transform us. Understanding our need for touch andthe consequences of

touch deprivation is vital not only to massage therapists, but to all the helping professions. This

is agreat book for all those interested in understanding ourselvesand should be required

reading for all parents!”— Peggy Smith, M.S., R.D., N.C.T.M.B.Director of Education, BMSI
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love is inhibited in our society, so is our touching behavior. Touch is not only a biological need,

but a communication tool. Touch is a language that can communicate more love in five

seconds than words can in five minutes. The grand old man of touch, anthropologist Ashley

Montagu, said, “In so far as touch is concerned, as a result of my lifelong studies in these

areas, I know very clearly as a scientist that love and touching are two faces of the same

thing.”I’d like to tell you about this powerful mode of expression, this satisfier of basic needs,

this language without words. I want you to know before you start that this book gives more than

just the facts about touch. It is a well-researched book about touch, but it is also a personal

book. It is intended to take you on your own journey through the personal experiences of

others, including me. As Massage magazine’s reviewer, Robert Calvert, said, this book is an

“appeal to the inner self that needs and wants to be touched.”It took me 14 years to finish my

undergraduate degree, yet when I began teaching high school English and coaching forensics

and debate, I was still pretty idealistic. That didn’t last long. How could I teach when the

students weren’t in a frame of mind to learn? To most of them, anything and everything else

was more important than school subjects. Many were often too emotionally upset to even make

a pretense of paying attention. One day, after trying to calm several students enough to stop

crying and just sit in the classroom, I knew something needed to be done. I made an

appointment with the principal, Dr. Larry Clark, to discuss the problem.I went armed with

outlines, rationales, objectives, and a plan to return to school in order to qualify myself to teach

a class about how to cope with emotions, people, and life events. That wonderful man listened

to what I wanted to do and said, “Yes, you can do it.” I was stunned. “But…but,” I said, “you

haven’t even seen my rationale or anything.” He simply replied that he had faith in me.So

Interpersonal Communication (I.P.C.) was born. That summer I pored over the few materials

then available and took a brief seminar at Central Missouri State University from Dr. Malloy

Gould. In July as my father lay in his hospital bed, dying with cancer, I sat with him nights,

working on the I.P.C. course outline, thinking about our times together. I remembered his



embraces, remembered how when I was five and had hurt my side badly, he had carried me

close to him on a pillow. I thought a great deal about love and how closely touch was aligned

with it.For the next six years, 15 to 20 seniors per I.P.C. class gathered daily with me. We came

together, talked, learned, and touched one another deeply. These were challenging,

frightening, and beautiful experiences, and I am grateful to each and every student for sharing

themselves with me. It was truly a magnificent gift. We learned about love and sex, about death

and communication. We talked about our feelings and learned how to accept them. We

discovered that we really weren’t so different from one another after all. We learned about

touching. When I occasionally meet one of those former I.P.C. students now, our arms

automatically open to hug each other. I miss those classes and those special people.In the

classroom we touched a lot; outside we were more careful because, as one student put it,

“People outside here don’t really understand all this.” I wanted those “people outside” to

understand.In a survey asking our school’s graduates, then in college or beyond, what the

most valuable preparatory courses were, there were more write-in votes for I.P.C. than for any

other subject, although it wasn’t listed as a course selection. It seemed that something

important was happening in the I.P.C. classroom that was preparing the students for life.The

research for this book began during this period as part of a challenge in a graduate-level

research and statistics course. I was told that touching was a “soft” subject (no pun intended)

and that I would be unable to find hard data to support my thesis that touching was a valuable

adjunct to teaching and would help students learn. I was able to show just that, however, and

later did my master’s thesis on nonverbal communication (including touching) in the classroom.

I applied what I learned from my research in both my personal life and in the classroom, with

amazing results.Over the years, I’ve received numerous calls and letters from students

testifying to the power of touch in their lives. I’ve continued to work with the area of touch in

workshops with adults, married couples, singles, and high school students.I left teaching two

years after finishing an interdisciplinary degree in psychology, counseling, and interpersonal

communication. Dr. Clark, who had been so supportive, had moved on; the back-to-the-basics

movement was in full swing, and quite frankly, I was tired of fighting the same battle year after

year to keep the class size small enough to accomplish our goals. I was caught in a maelstrom

of forces beyond my control. I turned my beloved I.P.C. over to my friend and colleague, Debbie

Premoe, and moved on.Since time was often brief as I worked with private counseling clients

and conducted seminars, I frequently longed for an easily readable, yet fully explanatory, book

on touching that I could recommend to my clients and participants, whether they were in

relationships, married, parents or parents-to-be, or were simply touch avoidant; a book for all

those who didn’t understand their fear of touch, their need for touch, and the societal taboos

against touch, as well as for those who were simply interested in self-growth. I searched the

bookshelves for such a book and finally decided I’d have to write it myself.For seven years, the

primary research and notes for this book languished in the top left-hand drawer of my file

cabinet. I had labeled it “Hopes and Dreams.” I tried valiantly to write, but there were so many

interruptions and so many seemingly more urgent demands upon my time.Then there came a

time in my life when I began to feel an urgent need to “finish” things, so I wrote long-overdue

letters, cleaned out closets, completed projects, called people, and fulfilled some long-term

promises; yet still the file cabinet seemed to sit and stare at me as if to say, “Well, is it time

yet?”Finally, one June day, as my son Philip was driving me to Des Moines, Iowa, to do a

management workshop for hospital supervisors, I was relaxing, skimming some books on the

right brain, when suddenly I was seized with the idea to go to some isolated place and either

write the book or not write it. Whatever happened, it would be finished.I called a friend, Natalie



Zook, and asked about renting her cabin that we had previously used. She graciously agreed,

so I set aside a precious ten days that August and set out for western Colorado. I drove for two

days and arrived at the cabin, located at an altitude of 7,000 feet in a rather secluded valley

high above Quartz Creek, and set into the side of a mountain. I unloaded boxes of books,

papers, my typewriter, cassette player, music tapes, food for a week, and so on, in a frenzy of

activity, stopping only to gulp the wonderfully refreshing and pure mountain water.I set up my

workplace in front of the 20-foot windows that composed two sides of the cabin and eagerly

laid out all my materials. What I couldn’t find were the 40 typed pages and outline that I had

already painstakingly completed. I called home, certain those pages had just been left in the

drawer. My dear husband, J.C., looked and looked. He later told me he had gone through eight

file drawers, one piece of paper at a time. To this day, I still don’t know what happened to those

typed pages.With only one week remaining, I had to start over. I was dismayed. I walked; I read

(eight books during the week); I sat beside Quartz Creek; I looked out the windows; I slept; I

sunbathed until I was too burned to go out anymore; and one day local artist and masseuse

Scarlet Riegel came to the cabin and gave me a massage. And in between all these activities, I

wrote.I finished the manuscript in the early hours of the morning I was to leave—or rather, it

seemed that the manuscript finished itself as I just tried to keep up with the movement of the

typewriter keys.On my way home I stopped off in Colorado Springs to see Barbara Harlow, a

longtime friend. She had a new toy, The Book of Runes, which describes runes as a

reintroduction of an ancient oracle. I drew just one. It was called “Harvest,” and so I knew the

ground had been prepared, the seeds were all planted, and I only needed to wait in patience

for the reaping.This book is the fruit of my labor and the harvest of one period of my

life.AcknowledgmentsI wish to express my gratitude and love for all the people I have named

for your help, support, or encouragement. You have all truly touched my heart and my life.In

addition, I wish to recognize Dr. Jerry Winsor, who, along with Malloy Gould, was a mentor

during my years at the university. It was Jerry who encouraged my nonacademic writing while

Malloy acted as though I was thoroughly capable.My family was encouraging and patient with

my activities, so thank you, sons Jaye and Philip, and husband, J.C.My sister, Patricia

McFarland, read the first draft of the manuscript, gave me helpful ideas, and continues her

nurturing support.Cathy Thogmorton did her usual competent job of the first copy editing; and

my best friend, Nita Nolan, used her magic flying hands to put the manuscript on computer

disk and has been available to discuss, cuss, and sometimes just listen.Cindy Norman created

the drawing for the largest tactile areas represented in the brain.Another person to whom I am

eternally grateful is John Steven Finney—wherever he is now—a writer himself, from whom I

learned and learned and learned.My parents, had they lived, would have been so proud to

read this book and know I learned from them, also.Love and Light to all the wonderful friends

and other people who have come to me at various times and interacted with, guided, healed,

or loved me.To all my former I.P.C. students, thank you.Blessings!Addendum: While I revised

this edition, my husband, J.C., has faithfully waited for me to finish writing, dragged boxes

around, packaged manuscripts and mailed them, purchased and licked many stamps (he is

now good friends with the mail office workers), gone to the library (he is even better friends

with the library people and has made me a minor celebrity there), paid for my overdue books

with little protest, stood at a Xerox machine for backbreaking hours running off copies, fixed

meals, cleaned house, rubbed my aching neck and shoulders, and bought me beautiful pink

roses. He is a good man, a jewel, and all his help has enabled me to focus on my tasks.He is

appreciated and loved, as is Patricia McFarland, herself a writer and a terrific editor, who is

always willing to help me when I need it. I’d also like to acknowledge my lovely new computer,



which has made a major difference in ease of writing this revision.Phyllis Koehler DavisLee’s

Summit, MOPrereading Survey:Questions about Touch for YouAnswer these questions, either

silently or on another sheet of paper, before you read this book, based on your present

opinions and experience. They were developed because I discovered in my classes that most

people had never really thought much about touch. By answering as truthfully as possible

before reading, this book will be of more personal value.There is a slightly different copy of this

questionnaire in the appendix if you wish to answer the questions again upon completion of the

book, or if you feel that someone else could benefit from it.1. What first comes to mind when

you think of the word touching?2. How would you define touching?3. Whom do you touch

regularly (outside of sexual activity)?4. On what part of the body do you usually touch people?

List the people and the body parts.5. Who touches you regularly?6. Where are you usually

touched? List the people and the areas they touch.7. When do you usually want or like to be

touched?8. How do you usually want or like to be touched?9. Are you ever aware of a physical

need to be touched, outside of sexual need?10. When do you think others want or need to be

touched?11. Think about your parents, and explain their touch behavior with you, with each

other, and with others.12. What restrictions or inhibitions do you feel about touching others?

For example, what about time, place, occasion, person, and daylight or dark?13. Do you

remember any particular time or times when touch especially helped you? Briefly explain the

incident and how it helped.14. Why do you think people don’t touch more?15. Why don’t you

touch more?16. How would you describe, using adjectives, the kind of nonsexual touch you

might want?17. Has your need for touch increased or decreased with age? Why do you think

this has happened?18. At what age was the need for touch greatest for you? Why do you think

this was?19. Who do you believe gets touched more often—men or women? Who do you

believe does more touching?20. At what age do you think touching ought to be stopped or

limited? Explain.21. What do you think of this health prescription: “three hugs a day”? How

many hugs do you get a day? How many do you want?22. If you have sex with a regular

partner, which would you prefer, the act of sex, or just holding and stroking and cuddling? Why

would you prefer this?23. If you could tell your partner honestly, with no holds barred, two

things about touching and lovemaking that you want him or her to know for your benefit, what

would they be?IntroductionThis revised edition of The Power of Touch reflects some of the

many studies on touch done in the last few years, as well as shifts of attitude, some of them

mine. So, to begin, let us look at the status of touch in America today. Touch and touching are

suspect in this country. Are you aware that rules and regulations, laws, fingerprinting, and fear

are institutionalized to quell unruly citizens who still dare to touch in semipublic areas? Keep it

at home; keep it in the bedroom; keep it out of sight; beware of people who touch; it’s risky—

just don’t do it. Touch is not a valued thing in many of today’s social arenas. Yet, as author

Diane Ackerman says, vitamin T (for touch) seems to be as essential as sunlight. Dr. Tiffany

Field, head of the Touch Research Institute, says with confidence born of the many supporting

studies already done, “Everybody needs a steady dose of touch, just as much as diet and

exercise.” Another expert from Duke University, Dr. Schanberg, has said that touch is far more

essential than our other senses.The worst thing is that babies and young children aren’t getting

enough affectionate touching. Infants, especially, process most information through touching.

Deprived of touch for long periods, they become depressed and apathetic, fail to gain weight,

and, in extreme cases, die. Many who spend their days in the all-too-common warehouses of

child care get little or no touching. The growing concern about sexual harassment and abuse in

schools and workplaces, in addition to the other problems our society has with touch, means

that touch has become taboo, even in many preschools. The implications for children—our



future—involve significant effects on their growth, development, and emotional well-being.It

was discovered that just by drawing their attention to the subject, touching increased

substantially in several child care centers observed. At the Touch Research Institute preschool,

teachers encourage “positive touch.” They bestow unlimited hugs, back rubs, and shoulder

pats. Most of the 40 children, from six months to five years in age, get a daily 15-minute

rubdown that leaves them more alert, more responsive, able to sleep more deeply, and, I

suspect, less emotionally torn by the separation from their mother. It has also been found that

simply discussing the subject with child-care workers or sharing information with them

increases the touching for the children. Do your part to spread the news.Touching is a

beautiful, connecting, survival-oriented, heart-opening act, and we need to do more of it. Better

yet, if you are expecting a child, plan to have one parent stay home with the baby for a

minimum of the first three years. If you absolutely can’t do that, then find a loving sitter who has

plenty of time to rock, hold, and touch your child.As Dr. Sharon Heller says in Vital Touch, “In

nature’s nativity scene, mother’s arms have always been baby’s bed, breakfast, transportation,

even entertainment, and for most of the world’s babies, they still are. For more than a million

years, mothers have carried their infants almost continuously, slept with them at night, nursed

them frequently the first two to four years of life, and offer immediate comfort.”But times are

changing, and we no longer live that way. Too many people now handle babies only while

moving them from container to container. We have baby seats, high chairs, jumpers, beds,

bassinets, and strollers. We strap them into the back seats of our cars—for safety, of course.

And if a baby gets breastfed for six months, it is lucky, let alone the three years now

recommended. Our children learn to be touch avoidant at earlier and earlier ages, or at least

resigned to a low level of touch. Experts have known for some time that we can effect changes

in our culture based completely on how children are treated and nurtured. Just about every

problem in our society can be traced back to this.The need for touch hasn’t changed—our

biochemistry and our physiology are still fine-tuned to the long-ago past when baby’s brain

expected life to be a “womb with a view,” as anthropologist Ashley Montagu put it in Touching,

and our bodies yearned to hold a baby close. Our culture has changed. The values, customs,

and norms no longer encourage loving intimacy between child and mother. The babies still cry

out for holding, for closeness, but instead they get “Ferbered”—this is a doctor’s method of

behavioral modification for weaning the child away from needing comfort in the night.And what

about us grown-up people? We are becoming more and more stressed, with less and less time

for relationships. The two-worker family doesn’t lead to much languorous sensual touching.

Hurried sex is no substitute for patting, tracing, or stroking a loved one’s body. We are turning

more and more to paid touching professionals. However, paid touchers are often suspect, and

limits are placed on their behaviors. For example, in my hometown, a recently passed massage-

practitioner law requires fingerprinting. Now, let me ask you, do hairdressers, barbers, doctors,

or physical therapists require fingerprinting?Yet, fear of touch and its power bring up enormous

fears and judgments, so limits and taboos are erected around the delicious and necessary skin

stimulation. Touch affects every individual with whom we come in contact—our entire culture.

It’s stronger than verbal or emotional contact. No other sense arouses us as touch does. It

affects nearly everything we do. We’ve always known that; we just didn’t know that it was

biologically driven. If touch weren’t so powerful, and didn’t feel so darn good, there would be no

human species, no parenthood, no survival. We touch and desire touch because it is our

biological key to the door called “species survival.”I agree with Ashley Montagu’s idea that the

basic pattern on which all human behavior should be based is the loving behavior shared

between a warm, loving mother and her child. The reciprocity of love and the ways it grows is a



model for all our future interactions. A caring mother loves her child and touches its body, and

thus nurtures its growth in all ways: physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual. A mother’s love

is truly a form of holistic health care. As Montagu says, “It is the love between mother and child

that is the basic pattern of the loving connectedness that we are designed by our very nature

to follow and to grow in all the days of our lives.”Most of the recent research about the benefits

of touch comes from the new Touch Research Institute and Wellness Center (TRI), in Fort

Lauderdale, Florida’s Nova Southeastern University. Upon opening its doors, TRI brought

together a multidisciplinary staff of researchers and visiting scientists from universities

including Duke and Harvard. About 25 researchers make it their business to churn out the

hard, cold facts about this soft, warm subject. Originally funded in part by grants from the

National Institutes of Health, as well as a corporate grant from Johnson & Johnson, TRI is now

conducting many studies to help answer how—and why—touch helps heal.The man credited

with the vision leading to the founding and development of TRI is Jim Burke, former CEO of

Johnson & Johnson. He has said, “I think we will develop models suggesting that we can

enhance the immune system by touch. I have no doubt that people who are well loved from

birth to death have less disease; I would bet everything I own on it.” Tiffany Field, director of

TRI, stated in 1995 that “we now have data suggesting that touch indeed alters the immune

system.”Burke’s and Field’s provocative studies show positive findings about the power of

touch, using massage as the primary mode. The question is, why does getting rubbed the right

way seem to be such a tonic for us? In the British Journal of Occupational Therapy, G.

Westland says that “the benefits of massage are attributed to the value of touch and the

importance of skin.” According to Dr. Field, preliminary findings suggest that touch with

pressure may stimulate the nervous system, thus decreasing levels of the body’s stress

hormone, Cortisol, while stimulating the production of feel-good hormones.There is more good

news—a light on the horizon. In August of 1997, I stepped into a convenience store and

glanced at the news rack. I was stopped cold by the cover of Life magazine. The words The

Healing Power of Touch accompanied a picture of hands massaging a woman’s shoulders. In

many ways, the cover seemed very similar to that of the first edition of this book. Finally, words

about the healing power of touch were in the right place—on the cover of the book of life.How

to Read This BookIt is quite possible, as you may already know, to accept and believe in an

idea on an intellectual level and yet reject it on an emotional level. If this is the case, the

intellectual knowledge alone, without acceptance and belief, will not cause the idea to manifest

in your life. However, I do not ask for your belief, but your thoughts. If the information and ideas

presented about touching appeal to you, then for a space of time, hold them in your mind and

heart—without believing or disbelieving. Allow them to draw to you an inner certainty—or to

disappear. There is much about the need and the power of touch that cannot be scientifically

proven. So you are free to accept or reject these concepts. For myself, I have studied,

ruminated upon, and explored the subject of touch; I have done as I just suggested you do, and

I have that inner certainty.As you read about personal experiences, research, arguments, and

anecdotes, observe any points at which you encounter emotional resistance or skepticism.

Make mental or written notes concerning your feelings and patterns of behavior as you read

about the need for touch or the expressions of loving through touch. This process will tell you

much about yourself. This book is not meant to be read on an intellectual level; it is meant to

touch you inside. It is meant to touch your heart.If you are a “dip-into-the-interesting-parts”

reader, that’s fine, but I would urge that, whatever your age or position in life, you be sure to

read chapters 3 and 4 concerning the sense of touch and the need for touch in infants. They

form the basis for all the other material. Besides, we have all been infants, and we need to



know how our attitudes and needs were formed. Enjoy, and feel free to drop me a line and tell

me your feelings about this book.CHAPTER 1The Loving TouchWhen we discover amazing

ways in which touch works,surely we Know—beyond reason, beyond doubt—that we humans

are truly miraculous creations of a miraculouscreator, and that touch is a great gift for our

use.Love is mysterious, wondrous, bewitching, healing, enchanting, and magical. It is powerful!

Touch is powerful, too. Love can be affectionate, kind, tender, compassionate, or passionate.

So can touch. My message for you can be summed up in three words: Touching is loving.

Observe closely and you will see that not much touching occurs in our society, and the

modicum that does occur is relegated to limited gestures, to a limited number of people, to a

limited extent. You may also observe, as I have, that much touching behavior borders on the

surreptitious. Why are we so limited in our touching?The answer is social consciousness. Our

society inhibits expressions of love, and, as a result, touching behavior. How sad for us. How

sad for the millions of human beings who would give anything to have what one person’s

beloved cat or dog gets in the loving and touching department—even for one day. How ironic

that animals in our society receive what we, as human beings, need so much. Of course,

animals, too, need touching. But, in turn, they give lots of touching to their young and to each

other. Many animals lick and stroke their offspring when they are hurt. Yet many parents simply

say to their children, “Don’t cry,” and then stick on a Band-Aid.As I look back at the first two-

thirds of my life, I see what, in my ignorance, I did in the name of loving, and more important,

what I did not do that could have been loving. I realize that although I am not always perfect in

my loving expression, I can do much to enrich my life and the life of others. I have always

believed that how I love myself affects how I love others. The search for love begins as a

journey within and manifests later in our outer demonstrations. Both the inner journey and the

outer expressions can be worked on simultaneously. We can cope with our own hang-ups, our

own pain, our own emotions, and at the same time help those who come into our lives with

their hangups, their pain, their emotions—and their touching needs.As a counselor and

communications instructor, I teach my clients and students that the basis of emotional well-

being, of self-esteem, is love—love of the self and love for others. In one of my group

counseling sessions, I asked the participants to relax and then to visualize the small person

inside each of them who needs to be loved.One participant, Marge, later talked about her

experience. She said that when her children were babies, she spent her time thinking, reading,

and watching TV, and considered her children’s demands irritating. She never enjoyed just

holding, rocking, or being close to them. Yet, in her visualization of loving herself, she

experienced the joy of being tenderly held and rocked, of being warmly cuddled, of enjoying

the closeness and the skin-to-skin contact of touching. She cried as she realized that she had

deprived her children of such a basic need, of something she so obviously needed for herself.I

completely related to Marge’s feelings. I want to tell you that I went through the same things,

and I feel no guilt that I didn’t touch my children more. Regret, yes, but how can any of us

berate ourselves (or our parents) for a lack of knowledge, or for following what in the past were

accepted child-care patterns? Waste no time feeling guilty about the past; instead, promise

yourself that the future will be different.The Immense Power of TouchTouch plays an important,

if ambivalent, role in our lives. In groups, touch exercises elicit widespread positive responses

that illustrate our deep yearning for physical contact. They also cause fear. In workshops for

singles on touching, I lead groups through a number of touching experiences, ranging from

ordinary, everyday types of touching behavior to more tender and intimate nonsexual touching.

I usually work with large groups and try to see to it that everyone participates in the exercises

with a partner, since I feel that directly experiencing the power of touch is the best way to learn



about it.I ask those without partners to raise their hands so that they can find someone to pair

off with. Invariably, it is the men who either don’t raise their hands, or seem unable to make the

effort to pair off until I help them do so. During one workshop, I had made the rounds of the

room a number of times, pairing off people, when I noticed a man way in the back, leaning

against the wall. He was good-looking, young, and obviously trying to be inconspicuous. Since

everyone else was paired off, I asked two young women if they would include him in their

group. They agreed.This particular exercise involved placing both hands lightly and gently

along the jaw and chin of one’s partner and then smiling softly into the other’s eyes. I call this

face-cupping the “tenderness touch.” At the end of the exercise, while the partners discussed

how this felt physically and the emotions it engendered, I checked back with the threesome.

The women said the young man watched, touched each of them, and then just disappeared.

They were concerned that he had felt rejected in some way.I found him again leaning against a

back wall. I didn’t speak but just smiled, reached out, and cupped his face tenderly. Within

seconds, tears began running down his face. A little later he told me that no one had touched

him tenderly like that since his mother had died. We talked a few minutes about his need for

touch and his avoidance of it because it was so emotional for him. Afterwards, he eagerly

participated in the rest of the workshop and left beaming.This incident illustrates the immense

power of touch and its connection with love. In our interpersonal relationships, we demonstrate

love by tender, gentle, warm touching. We show love through affirming, encouraging,

supportive words; however, we trust demonstrations of love most when they come through the

medium of physical touch. We have a widespread, deep yearning for touch.Unfortunately, our

culture places strict limitations on our touching behavior. Our social consciousness limits our

touch to socially acceptable and symbolic occasions. Yet, we need touch, and unless we’ve

been seriously deprived, we enjoy touching and being touched. We trust this channel of

communication. Thus, we find ourselves hooked on the horns of a social dilemma since society

severely limits our touching behavior.One area where touching behavior is limited is in public

displays of affection. Some people practice it, and others don’t. Some onlookers love it, while

others see it as disgusting, or at least inappropriate. With adults, public displays of affection,

unless enacted in “legitimate” situations such as greeting and leave-taking, often trigger

feelings similar to the reactions of children watching their parents hug and kiss. Because of the

intense emotions involved, children will turn away from such a scene or try to break it up.

Adults often react the same way. Affectionate behavior confronts some people with their

aloneness—an unsettling reality at best.Sometimes onlookers reject public touching because

anything beyond a handshake or a back pat takes on sexual overtones in our society.

Sometimes there are sexual overtones, and then onlookers, sensing a marked difference from

merely affectionate or friendly touch, feel like voyeurs standing at an open bedroom door.Our

Inherent Need for TouchSome interesting experiments have been done throughout the years

with respect to societal restraints. In Chicago some years ago, I participated in an exercise I’ve

come to refer to as the “camera check.” A group of about 50 strangers, both male and female,

milled about a room with their eyes closed. Occasionally, the facilitator would yell, “Picture!” and

the participants would respond with a rapid blinking of the eyes as if opening and closing the

shutter of a camera. The exercise demonstrated how we use our vision to judge and evaluate,

thus acting as social critics.Most of us reported that we began to feel more and more

comfortable until a “camera check” came and we took our pictures with our blinking eyes. The

use of our eyes for visual and nonverbal cues inhibited us and changed the feelings of

closeness and intimacy that we were beginning to feel for each other. Then, we were told we

could not open our eyes for quite a while and that we ought to use our bodies, hands, and



faces to explore our feelings and the bodies of those around us. Soon, in my self-imposed

darkness, I experienced a yearning, a need to make contact with others. I began to move

around more freely, touching with my hands and body any other body I came close to. Others

reported essentially the same reaction.Toward the end of the exercise and for quite a while

afterward, I felt such an intense need for physical contact that it frightened me. In my

ignorance, I labeled this feeling sexual desire. I did not know at that time of the hunger for

human touch, of “skin hunger,” which runs much deeper than a desire for sex.Another

experiment dealing with darkness and touching was conducted at Swarthmore College outside

of Philadelphia. Several groups were used in the study, each consisting of eight unacquainted

subjects, equally male and female, who were placed one at a time in a 10 2 × 12 2 room, with

padded walls and ceilings, and totally dark except for a tiny red light over the door. The

subjects knew that they would spend an hour or less in the room with other people and would

be escorted from the area alone afterwards. Therefore, they would never meet the other

participants in the light. They were also told that no rules governed what they did together.

Infrared cameras and tape recorders were used to observe and listen to the activities. The

overall results were that within 30 minutes, conversation had almost stopped. Almost 90

percent of the participants touched others. Nearly 50 percent hugged another person, and 80

percent reported being sexually aroused. Many kissed and “loved” one another.In that

darkened room with anonymous strangers, there were many behavior alternatives, yet almost

all of the participants shed the usual societal restraints and inhibitions and chose to touch, to

be close and affectionate, to hug and cuddle, and to stroke and fondle rather than

communicate with words.Touch: An Unambiguous ForceMost of us would agree that love is the

compelling force behind life. When we don’t have love, we desperately search for it or bemoan

the fact that it’s slipped through our fingers again. Yet, we withhold the part of love that is the

most trusted, the most satisfying, the most fulfilling to another human being. We close

ourselves off; we keep our hands and our bodies to ourselves. Except for certain socially

acceptable or very private times, we adopt a policy of “folded arms” rather than outstretched,

welcoming ones. We find touching extremely difficult even if we recognize the enormous need

for it, or if we do touch, it is in unfulfilling ways. This may be because touch is so

straightforward, so honest and unambiguous.If someone hugs or strokes you, you know how

the giver feels about you. This is one area where we cannot easily hide the truth about what we

feel. The exchange of words can be clouded in nuances, shaded in ambiguities, seeming to

mean one thing, yet really suggesting something far different. Touch cannot. Touch speaks

directly to the heart.One day, I was discussing the honesty of touch with my Interpersonal

Communication (I.P.C.) class when one young man, a high school senior, took issue with what

I was saying. He argued that if someone was touched on a nonsexual area of the body, there

was no way to know if the touch was caring or sexual in intent.I reached out and touched his

forearm with my fingertips. “You mean with a touch like this, you couldn’t be sure of the

message?” I asked. “Well, I know you care about me, so I know what the touch means,” he

replied. I closed my eyes for a few seconds to remember the last time I’d made mad passionate

love, and captured one moment of sheer animal lust! Then I reached out and again touched his

forearm with my fingertips. He jumped as if I’d applied an electric current to his skin. He looked

at me in amazement. “Aha,” I said. “You do know the difference, even coming from someone

you wouldn’t expect it from!”Although young children might not be able to differentiate between

different forms of touch, they do know what feels good and what feels bad. As we mature, we

learn the difference between a warm, caring touch, a healing touch, and a sexual touch. We

may choose to ignore the subtleties of each kind of touch, but we really do know. We can



discriminate. Sometimes, we try to kid ourselves about being close to someone, loving them.

But if we can’t lovingly, physically touch them, are we actually close? Do we truly love them?

Because of the power of touch, because it is such a persuasive form of communication, it hurts

me to think that so many children grow up equating touching with anger or pain. When we stop

loving, or when we withhold our love in anger or punishment, we often convey our feelings

through touch or lack of it.Touch can communicate more love in five seconds than words can in

five minutes. Hugging someone who is having a bad day can be more healing than all the

words of support we could possibly utter. Greeting someone with a warm embrace

meaningfully says, “I’m really glad to see you.”As part of the loving process, touching is natural

and healthy in human beings. Indeed, it is necessary for health, both emotional and physical.

Researchers believe that it builds our sense of self-esteem. When we stop extending our love

and our touch for any reason, we begin to jeopardize not only the well-being of others, but of

ourselves. We cannot lose by touching lovingly; we can only gain. Even if some people don’t

accept our touch, others will gladly receive it. Let us choose to hone this wonderful ability of

ours by reaching out to touch those we care about, those we love, thereby drawing to

ourselves the affection, warm feelings, and physical attention we need.Imagine a child

describing the role of touch in her feelings of being loved:My parents talk to, touch, and kiss me

all the time. When my mother brushes my hair and braids it, she enjoys doing it. Before my

father tucks me in at night, he rubs my back, and I feel as though my skin were the most

wondrous material in the world. Although I’m getting pretty big, I still get to be rocked in the big

“grandma’s” chair. I can’t wait to come home from school to get my afternoon hugging.Contrast

this description with what you know and observe of how children are actually touched or not

touched. In one group, after I had spent several evenings discussing touch and doing touch

activities, Dan, a divorced father of three little girls, shared an experience. It seems he dreaded

the weekends he had visitation. He said that his little girls drove him crazy. They hung all over

him, whined, cried, wouldn’t go to sleep at night, wouldn’t eat their hamburgers, and so

on.Then he began to look at the situation in terms of skin hunger. When he picked the girls up,

he made a point of giving each a long, close hug. He carried them around when they went

places, giving each their turn. He rocked them in his arms, and at night he made sure that each

child had a back rub before lights-out. Dan was amazed at the difference in his children.

Moreover, he found he was looking forward to being with them. He was meeting his own needs,

too.Dan’s children acted out in reaction to unmet needs; however, this is not always the case. In

my I.P.C. class, one project was to recall and write about a childhood fantasy. An excerpt from

my student Martin’s essay illustrates another method for coping with unmet touching needs. He

wrote the following:From about the ages of 6 to 13, I would fantasize myself to sleep. I would lie

on my back drifting to a world totally separate from reality. My fantasy was situated within a

hospital. It was staffed with the heroes of the television shows I watched, mostly female. I had

some strange and undiagnosable disease that had no ill side effects, but the stipulated

treatment was that I underwent a rigid schedule each day of total body massages. It was in the

middle of many of these physical massages that I fell asleep. The intense thinking required to

maintain this fantasy state also allowed my body to really believe it was happening. The

relaxation lulled me to sleep… my body would tingle as the hands ran over my limbs. I had

always loved when my mother had scratched my back as a small child, and I somehow believe

this contributed heavily to this fantasy.I have no theories pertaining to why the fantasy took

place in a hospital. It was perhaps the only environment in which my mind could rationalize

touching to such an extent. I do know that lack of touching weighed heavily on my strong desire

for touch. Now, as my mind functions on a more rational level, it is difficult to convince myself of



such a fantasy. But the endless nights I used this technique led to the person I am today. If

nothing else, I gained compassion and the understanding of what touch can do if used

correctly. It helped one kid overcome some turbulent years—childhood.It is my fervent hope

that, with enough information about the need for touch, particularly for children, more

experiences such as Dan’s occur, and fantasies such as Martin’s are no longer necessary,

especially not in well-educated, middle-class families.Touching Helps Us GrowShakespeare

compared the world to a stage and the people in it to actors. In this context, one of the many

reasons I so enjoyed working with high school students was that they were still open, still in the

process of writing their scripts before their play went on the road. Societal inhibitions and

restraints, especially about touch, weren’t yet set in concrete for them. They were open to

exploring and learning and changing.By focusing on particular subjects, my students in I.P.C.

heightened their awareness in different areas. After we discussed touching and the need for it

in our lives, my students would begin to drop by my room before school, after school, and even

during school. Often the only comment was, “I need a hug. I’m having a terrible day.”

Sometimes my sophomore English class would be in session. Not one of these younger

students ever questioned these interruptions, yet an interesting phenomenon occurred. Almost

every time I sat down at my desk, one, two, or sometimes more students would cluster closely

around me with the pretext of some question. They stayed until I had touched them in some

way—on the hand, on the arm, a pat on the back, or sometimes on the cheek. I don’t believe

they consciously knew that they were responding to their own need. I decided touching must

be contagious. What a wonderful virus it is!I left teaching in 1980 but have returned to the high

school where I taught to speak to I.P.C. classes several times. After one such occasion, I

received a letter, one of many, that ended with this paragraph:

The Wisdom Wheel: A Mythic Journey through the Four Directions, The Magic Path of Intuition,

Choices and Illusions: How Did I Get Where I Am, and How Do I Get Where I Want to Be?,

Mind Over Medicine - REVISED EDITION: Scientific Proof That You Can Heal Yourself, The

Map of Consciousness Explained: A Proven Energy Scale to Actualize Your Ultimate Potential,

No Endings, Only Beginnings: A Doctor's Notes on Living, Loving, and Learning Who You Are,

The Amazing Power of Deliberate Intent: Living the Art of Allowing (Law of Attraction Book 6),

Manifesting Your Magical Life: A Practical Guide to Everyday Magic with the Angels, Letters to

a Starseed: Messages and Activations for Remembering Who You Are and Why You Came

Here, Claim Your Power: A 40-Day Journey to Dissolve the Hidden Blocks That keep you Stuck

and Finally Thrive in Your Life's Unique Purpose, I Believe: When What You Believe Matters!,

The Remembering Process: A Surprising (and Fun) Breakthrough New Way to Amazing

Creativity, Clear Home, Clear Heart: Learn to Clear the Energy of People & Places, Kindling

the Native Spirit: Sacred Practices for Everyday Life, The Answer Is Simple...Love Yourself,

Live Your Spirit!, Soul Coaching: 28 Days to Discover Your Authentic Self, A Year of Mystical

Thinking: Make Life Feel Magical Again, From Clutter to Clarity: Clean Up Your Mindset to

Clear Out Your Clutter, The Honeymoon Effect: The Science of Creating Heaven on Earth, 8

Secrets to Powerful Manifesting: How to Create the Reality of Your Dreams

Ina, “This book supports my belief and I feel it would be a wonderful gift for a "bride-to-be. I

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/XZyQo/The-Power-of-Touch-The-Basis-for-Survival-Health-Intimacy-and-Emotional-Well-Being


always believed that touch was powerful and important. This book supports my belief and I

feel it would be a wonderful gift for a "bride-to-be." She could read it and share it with her

future spouse prior to marriage. They could then discuss it's contents and their thoughts on

them. I believe that it would be very beneficial.. I have given it to mine and others and they

agree.. Needs to be made available again.”

Wanderingwithapurpose, “Good!. Good!”

Dale, “Must read. Gave onsite to the reason we touch. It reassured me to hug my grandchildren

more.”

Reverend Raymond, “Just an amazing book. It really made me hunk about the .... Just an

amazing book. It really made me hunk about the power of touch and the need for touch in my

own personal life.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Love this book! Very informative and validate's what I've

always believed!”

Joseph M. Oliver, “Great! We all need it. Great ! We all need it ,some more than others! !!”

Michelle, 44, spirituality magazine editor, “Touch--A Key to Human Transformation. As a

managing editor working in the field of human potential and spirituality, I have been privileged

to read the marvelous insights and practices of hundreds of authors. This incredible body of

work has expanded my knowledge and understanding of what it means to be human, but none

of these others works has ever touched me as deeply and helped me to transform myself and

others as much as Dr. Phyllis Davis' The Power of Touch.Dr. Davis addresses a painful, aching

need for society and individuals: "skin hunger," the need to feel human touch, a desire that

she says "runs much deeper than the desire for sex." This need-largely unfulfilled during the

ages of more traditional lifestyles-will increase by many orders of magnitude, I fear, as we

choose to immerse ourselves in an information technology-driven world where our main

involvement with others rests with e-mail and "reality shows" like Survivor and Big Brother.In

The Power of Touch, Dr. Davis examines all aspects of our world-families, friendships,

intimate relationships, and the workplace-to reveal the painful results of touch deprivation. In

a world where so many people are living without the validation and self-assurance that come

from touches and hugs, or a simple caress, it is no wonder that the movement toward

increased spirituality in the workplace has faltered. Too many people have never experienced

the power and the magic Dr. Davis attributes to touch, but they are hungering to do so.A few

years ago, after one of my first readings of The Power of Touch (in its first edition), I put Dr.

Davis' ideas to the test. I was then working as a media relations specialist for a Fortune 500

company in Los Angeles. At a City Hall reception one evening, I saw a company executive

who earlier in the day had completed his first broadcast media interview. "How did it go?" I

asked, standing a comfortable "businesslike" distance from him. He replied in what can only

be described as an engineer's technical monotone (he is an engineer). I then proceeded to

"bubble over" as I expressed how proud I was of him. Without thinking (and I did not know this

executive particularly well), I touched his arm and his back in a brief, but friendly hug. An

electric jolt could not have changed this man's outward expression more. The stern lines of

his face melted. A huge, almost boyish smile came over his face. He became animated and

the rush of words were quite a departure from the monotone a moment earlier. His eyes



glistened. He was human. He was happy.  All because of a touch.”

The book by Mari Silva has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 23 people have provided feedback.
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